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Implementation interventions in infection prevention and control (IPC) differ by
recipients. The two target groups are healthcare workers directly involved in
patient care (“frontline”) and IPC professionals as proxy agents, that is,
implementation support practitioners. While both types of implementation
interventions aim to promote compliance with clinical interventions to prevent
healthcare-associated infections (HAI), their tailoring may be vastly different,
for example, due to different behavioural outcomes. Additionally, IPC teams, as
recipients of empowering tailored interventions, are under-researched. To
overcome this gap and improve conceptual clarity, we proposed a cascadic
logic model for tailored IPC interventions (IPC-CASCADE). In the model, we
distinguished between interventions by IPC professionals targeting clinicians
and those targeting IPC professionals (first- and second-order implementation
interventions, respectively). Tailoring implies selecting behaviour change
techniques matched to prospectively-assessed determinants of either clinician
compliance (in first-order interventions) or interventions by IPC professionals
for frontline workers (in second-order interventions). This interventional
cascade is embedded in the prevailing healthcare system. IPC-CASCADE is
horizontally structured over time and vertically structured by hierarchy or
leadership roles. IPC-CASCADE aims to highlight the potential of increasing
the impact of tailored interventions by IPC professionals for clinicians (to
improve their compliance) via tailored interventions for IPC professionals (to
improve their work as proxy agents). It underlines the links that IPC
professionals define between macro contexts (healthcare and hospitals) and
frontline workers in HAI prevention. It is specific, i.e., “tailored” to IPC, and
expected to assist implementation science to better conceptualise tailoring.
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Introduction

Infection prevention and control (IPC) can be defined as the

evidence-based practice of preventing and controlling

healthcare-associated infections (HAI); its key purpose is to

protect patients and healthcare workers from HAI as an

unwanted side effect of healthcare. Clinical interventions, such

as hand hygiene, surface disinfection, sterile handling, and

wound management, can prevent HAI directly, at least if they

are implemented compliantly, that is, according to guidelines

and following the best available evidence. However, scientific

evidence is usually insufficient for promoting compliance with

HAI-preventive measures because ‘…change is achieved by

individuals within the organisations, who need to align new

interventions and practices with their own education, beliefs,

and perceptions, and the context in which they work’ (1),

p. 6]. This has led IPC to increasingly draw on

implementation science (1–6). In particular, the distinction

between implementation and clinical intervention has been

utilized (7). While an implementation intervention denotes a

‘…method or technique designed to enhance adoption of a

“clinical” intervention…’ (8), p. 218], a clinical intervention

refers to a ‘…clinical/therapeutic practice…or delivery system/

organizational arrangement…or health promotion activity

being tested or implemented to improve health care

outcomes’ [ibid]. This facilitates the differentiation between

HAI-preventive interventions with regard to immediate

targets. For example, educational meetings on hand hygiene

usually aim to improve healthcare workers’ knowledge and

motivation regarding hand hygiene as a clinical intervention.

Here, the targets are healthcare workers directly involved in

patient care (i.e., frontline providers), or more specifically,

individual determinants of their behaviour (e.g., motivation).

Similarly, providing disinfectant dispensers at optimal points-

of-care represents another example of an implementation

intervention directed at frontline providers, but targeting an

environmental determinant of behaviour. In contrast, clinical

interventions target processes more proximal to (preventing)

HAI, for example, pathogen load on frontline providers’

hands and pathogen transmission.

The implementation interventions considered thus far are

usually organised and delivered to frontline providers by IPC

professionals (hospital epidemiologists, IPC nurses, and

hygiene engineers), and other stakeholders, such as hospital

pharmacists or service engineers. Simultaneously, there are

implementation interventions not being delivered by but

targeted towards IPC professionals as proxy agents, i.e.,

implementation support practitioners (9). Usually, these aim

to teach implementation skills to IPC professionals (1) and

may be provided as part of in-house or external continuing

education programs. Moreover, structural interventions may

also fall into this category; for example, compliance with
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personnel and organizational requirements for HAI

prevention, whereby hospital management directly targets IPC

professionals and their work environment.

A potentially tricky aspect of this distinction is that both

implementation interventions aim at the sustained adoption

of clinical interventions, and eventually, HAI prevention and

control. Thus, although their ultimate aims are very much the

same, they differ in features which are highly relevant if one

wants to tailor these interventions. Most importantly, they

usually address very different behavioural outcomes, such as

how to effectively disinfect one’s hands (interventions

addressing frontline providers) and how to effectively provide

feedback on hand hygiene (interventions addressing IPC

professionals). These behavioural outcomes imply different

compliance requirements. Among other things, this is relevant

for tailoring implementation interventions, i.e., the

development of ‘…strategies to improve professional practice

that are planned, taking account of prospectively identified

determinants of practice’ (10), p. 5]. In general, the rationale

for tailoring is similar to that of individualised medicine:

tailored interventions are developed based on typical,

empirically assessed attributes of their recipients that are

relevant to an outcome such as hand hygiene compliance.

This aims to improve its effects through better interventions-

recipients fits. Currently, the scope of tailoring goes beyond

its original application of promoting healthy behaviours in

patients (11), and is also applied to healthcare workers’

professional behaviour (10). In the IPC context, the different

behavioural outcomes (that are dependent on interventions’

recipients) imply that both the determinants of practice

(including contextual variables) and the selection and

application of implementation strategies are often quite

different. Both these differences and the tendency in IPC

research so far to focus on either clinical or implementation

interventions addressing frontline providers [see (7, 12, 13)

for surgical site infections (SSI)] make it essential to

distinguish between these two implementation interventions.

In addition, the fact that even the basic distinction between

implementation and clinical interventions (8) is neglected in

many evidence-based guidelines [e.g., in German guidelines

and recommendations on hand hygiene (14, 15)] suggests that

conceptual confusion may be more than a potential liability.

Thus, to provide a more conceptual structure for the

complexity of the interventional sequence inherent in clinical

and different implementation interventions, we proposed a

cascadic logic model for IPC interventions to prevent HAI. In

doing so, we integrated the concept of tailoring as the

selection of behaviour change techniques (BCT) (16–18)

matched to empirically identified mechanisms of action, that

is, determinants of behaviour, and highlighted differences in

how tailoring may have to be approached as dependent on

different intervention providers and recipients.
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Model development

The development of the model consisted of two phases. In

the first phase, a logic model was developed to distinguish

between implementation and clinical interventions to prevent

SSI (7); Figure 1]. Its trigger was a classification in the

respective guidelines by the Association of the Scientific

Medical Societies in Germany (14), in which preventive

measures were grouped into four categories: pre-operative,

intra-operative, post-operative, and interventions relevant to

all expositional periods. While measures in the first three

categories consistently represented clinical interventions (e.g.,

hair cutting or removal, antibiotic prophylaxis, and

monitoring drainages), the last category included hand

hygiene, surveillance, checklists, compliance audits and

monitoring, and education and training. Clearly, the latter

four items belong to a different level of intervention than

hand hygiene (and other measures), because they aim to

increase compliance with these rather than to prevent

infections directly. These measures usually prevent infections

indirectly, by targeting individual and environmental

compliance determinants.

In the second phase, it became increasingly clear that there

are variations in the content, quality, and impact of

interventions such as checklists, and education and training,

which are due to differences in the motivation, capabilities,

and opportunities of the IPC professionals who deliver them

(19–23). In other words, implementation support practitioners
FIGURE 1

A cascadic logic model of infection prevention and control implementation an
CASCADE)$. $ Feedback loops (e.g., from infections and compliance to secon
management to patient care frontline worker level omitted for clarity of pres
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may require support themselves. As noted, their tasks may be

quite different from those of frontline providers (e.g.,

educating about hand hygiene vs. hand hygiene), and because

of a tendency to focus on interventions addressing frontline

providers (7, 12,13), a model that allows distinguishing

between different implementation interventions in IPC along

the lines of different addressees was sought. This was deemed

worthwhile for at least two reasons: first, for providing a

conceptual basis for tailoring via selection of BCTs on

multiple levels in the context of IPC; and second, for

contributing to IPC’s openness regarding perspectives from

organisational behaviour as ‘…a field of study that investigates

the impact individuals, groups, and structure have on

behavior within organizations for the purpose of applying

such knowledge toward improving an organization’s

effectiveness’ (24), p. 29f.].
Interventions to promote
compliance to prevent HAI: the logic
model IPC-CASCADE

Figure 1 shows the proposed cascadic logic model IPC-

CASCADE. On the lower right-hand side, the HAI is

specified as a nosological entity to be prevented (1). Most

proximately, evidence-based clinical interventions are directly

effective in preventing HAI within the interventional sequence

covered by the model (2). They are usually implemented by
d clinical interventions to prevent healthcare-acquired infections (IPC-
d-order implementation interventions) and direct paths from hospital
entation.
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healthcare workers who are directly involved in patient care.

Rational antibiotic use is a special case in this context, as it

prevents antimicrobial resistance rather than HAI.

Moving upward to the left, there are several determinants of

compliance with clinical interventions (3), which may differ

depending on the intervention(s). In accordance with the

psychological axiom that behaviour is always a function of the

person and their environment(s) (25), individual and

environmental determinants are distinguished. The most

general encompassing models to systematise compliance

determinants are the Capabilities|Opportunities|Motivation–

Behaviour Model (COM-B) (26,27) and the Theoretical

Domains Framework (28,29), which comprises a

comprehensive list of constructs (19).

When tailoring interventions aimed at directly increasing

compliance with clinical interventions (4), one would, by

definition (10), empirically assess their specific determinants

and match strategies to the identified determinants. This

implies the selection of BCT (16–18), which is an ‘…

observable, replicable, and irreducible component of an

intervention designed to alter or redirect causal processes that

regulate behavior… (16), p. 82, our emphasis]. Additionally, a

BCT as ‘…an “active ingredient” … can be used alone or in

combination and in a variety of formats’ [ibid.]. This implies

that BCT may be a component of different implementation

interventions that IPC professionals use to increase frontline

workers’ compliance, such as audit, feedback, and educational

meetings (to, for example, improve knowledge, motivation, and

skills as individual factors) and environmental changes (e.g.,

providing alcoholic hand-rub dispensers at optimal points-of-

care). As part of the tailoring process, their selection may be

complemented by implementation strategies which do not

directly target behaviour change (such as assessing for readiness

and identifying barriers and enablers, and promoting

adaptability, as suggested by a recent comparison of the Expert

Recommendations for Implementing Change compilation and

the BCT taxonomy (30). Regardless of the case, due to their

positioning in IPC-CASCADE, we chose to term these first-

order implementation interventions (those by IPC professionals

addressing colleagues directly involved in patient care).

Going beyond earlier models [e.g. (7),], IPC-CASCADE

duplicates this logic to describe the impact of second-order

implementation interventions (6) which target IPC

professionals to support them in their efforts to promote

clinicians’ compliance (i.e., first-order implementation

interventions) and eventually prevent HAI. Similar to first-

order interventions, Figure 1 provides examples, the potential

effectiveness of which is in Discussion. Again, the direct

impact of second-order implementation interventions is not

on behaviour (i.e., conduct of first-order implementation

interventions), but on individual and environmental

determinants relevant to the work of the recipients (5), in this

case, IPC professionals. For instance, the educational
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competencies of IPC professionals may be enhanced by

educational supervision, and the identification of optimal

points-of-care for hand rub dispensers can be advanced by

human factors engineering. Additionally, outcomes, such as

ensuring that staff delivering interventions maintain a

minimum level of satisfaction and well-being during delivery,

may be pursued. Once again, tailoring is pursued by

empirically assessing the mechanisms of action, that is, the

different determinants of the preventive work of IPC

professionals, and then selecting the appropriate BCT.

This cascade of interventions is embedded in the context of

the healthcare system in which they occur, including its

guidelines, recommendations, fiscal structures, regulations,

legislation, and organisation of services (7). For example, in

Germany, there are recommendations by the Commission for

Hospital Hygiene and Infection Prevention at the Robert

Koch Institute regarding personnel and organizational

requirements for HAI prevention (31) and the capacity for

support of hospitals and other medical facilities by hospital

epidemiologists (32). On this basis, it has become possible to

analyse and at least approximately evaluate the fulfilment of

minimal IPC staffing levels in different healthcare institutions

(33). Generally, both types of implementation interventions

are affected by, and need to adapt to, contextual conditions.

Horizontally, the model is structured implicitly over time.

As shown in Figure 1, feedback loops from right to left are

graphically omitted for ease of presentation. For instance, an

increase in HAI observed by hospital surveillance may have

repercussions on first-order implementation interventions, in

that possible reasons for the increase may be highlighted and

addressed. Additionally, feedback by clinicians regarding first-

order implementation interventions to IPC professionals or

hospital management may lead to investments by the

management in building capacities regarding IPC

professionals’ skills to provide feedback, cope with resistance,

and manage change, and more generally inform continuous

adjustments of BCT as part of implementation support

activities. Moreover, hospital management might affect the

determinants of direct relevance to frontline staff, and thus

“bypass” IPC professionals. This direct path is also omitted to

ensure parsimony of the presentation in Figure 1. Generally,

the time dimension is ideal-typical in that the logic model

describes a multistep pathway from implementation to HAI

prevention.

The vertical dimension (hierarchies and leadership roles) is

also implicit in the model. This holds for hierarchies which exist

within levels, for example, within IPC teams. This design,

graphically represented from the top left to the bottom right,

prompted the term “cascadic”. The vertical dimension allows

the model to investigate the role of leadership when

interprofessional teams at different levels are employed to

reduce HAI (34). This includes IPC teams as proxy agents in

terms of implementation support practitioners.
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Finally, a general point must be considered: the model

focuses on tailoring interventions which aim to optimise IPC

professional behaviour and, eventually, make clinician

compliance deliberate; if the ultimate goal is HAI prevention,

there is no other path than following evidence-based

guidelines in our view, which implies compliance. Of course,

tailoring may target a much broader range of

(implementation) goals to which the cascadic logic of the

model may also be applied.
Discussion

The most recent Cochrane review on tailored interventions

targeting professional practice identified 32 studies and showed

that these interventions had 1.56 times higher odds of leading to

the desired outcomes than non-tailored interventions (10).

Notably, however, all studies targeted clinical interventions

such as antibiotic prescription in the community and

influenza vaccination, to highlight those with direct IPC

relevance. Thus, in terms of IPC-CASCADE, they scrutinised

tailored first-order implementation interventions. Similarly,

since the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic

and its potential impediments to IPC, barriers and facilitators

to compliance have been studied more thoroughly for

healthcare workers directly involved in patient care than for

IPC teams, as indicated by the only relevant Cochrane review

since 2020 (35). The IPC-CASCADE model aims to address

this gap and sensitise the potential of increasing the effects of

tailoring IPC practice via first-order implementation

interventions improved by tailored second-order

implementation interventions. In other words, IPC teams, not

only as providers but also as recipients of HAI-preventive

interventions, are under-researched, and their empowerment

is a blind spot in IPC.

Before further discussion of the evidence for the potential

merits of the model, its limitations should be noted. First, as

noted, it is deliberately applied to HAI-preventive compliance

and thus restricted to this realm. Second, it does not claim to

be a stringently multilevel model, which would imply that it is

structured by a distinct individual level and at least one

supra-individual level of analysis [i.e., following the basic

behavioural epidemiology model (36)]. Instead, it is

deliberately restricted at this point of its development to

professional behaviours of different agents in the hospitals

within an organisational system. Prospectively, it is planned to

be further developed into a model not only of compliance of

individuals, but compliance rates as well. Lastly, the model

only implicitly addresses the challenge of tailoring by selecting

BCTs based on a systematic linkage to mechanisms of action

as “…theoretical constructs that represent the processes

through which a BCT affects behaviour processes or events”

[17, p. 694].
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Bearing these limitations in mind, one study which aimed to

provide empirical evidence for effective IPC by addressing IPC

professionals is the Wound Infections and Antibiotics Use in

Surgery (WACH) trial (German Clinical Trials Register-ID:

DRKS00015502) (20). Drawing from conceptual analyses of

IPC teams (37) and team science (38), it extends the

approach of a preceding trial (21, 22). Specifically, while first-

order implementation interventions to improve hand hygiene

compliance in intensive care units of a tertiary care university

hospital were the focus of that trial, WACH analysed COM-

B-based tailoring of second-order implementation

interventions to improve compliance with SSI prevention in

surgical departments of non-university hospitals. Tailored

interventions took the form of (1) a written report based on

baseline assessments submitted to the IPC team, and (2) a

multidisciplinary workshop with the IPC team and other IPC

stakeholders in the study hospitals, with feedback training,

educational supervision, and team building. Implementation

strategies used in this context included organizational culture,

audit and feedback, continuous quality, educational meetings

or materials, reminders, interprofessional education, and local

opinion leaders [labels are from the Effective Practice and

Organisation of Care Taxonomy (39)]. Preliminary results

show that, compared to usual practice, a compliance increase

was observed after tailoring for 100% of clinical interventions

included in the study (usual practice = 57%) (20, 23).

Additionally, there was an increase only after tailoring in the

proportion of operative procedures in which at least 80% of

the pre- and intra-operative measures scrutinised were

implemented (an effect further amplified after the onset of the

COVID-19 pandemic) (20, 23). Although the final publication

of its results is still pending, it can be tentatively inferred that

tailored second-order implementation interventions hold

promise for IPC.

More generally, IPC-CASCADE highlights IPC teams and

the links the teams define between macro contexts (healthcare

and hospitals) on one hand, and frontline healthcare workers

and HAI on the other. It is not redundant to the research

pipeline model (8), which distinguishes between efficacy,

effectiveness, and implementation research, as both types of

implementation interventions can be studied in terms of their

efficacy, effectiveness, and implementation. In contrast, a

stronger resemblance pertains to the model of multilevel

behaviours in a hospital context (27), which specifies

mechanisms of actions for behaviours of both frontline

workers, and mid-level and senior managers. However, this

model concentrates on hierarchies and does not specifically

address IPC professionals or teams. In this sense, IPC-

CASCADE is more specific and potentially more “tailored” to

IPC.

Regarding potential implications for research and practice,

IPC-CASCADE’s potential merits are those of logic models in

general: ‘… to represent the underlying theory of especially
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complex interventions in simple, diagrammatical form’, ‘… to

help evaluators develop understanding of exactly how

interventions produce outcomes,’ ‘… to organise empirical

data and specify process and outcome measures for the

purposes of evaluation”, “… and/or to provide a talking

point for stakeholders to forge consensus on the need for

change and how to go about it…’ (40), p. 2]. For hospitals

and IPC teams, the model can be used to visualise the

needs of IPC in their facilities to their financing bodies or

managers. In our own experience, the model also proved

useful in clarifying the “mechanics” of IPC initiatives to

evaluators who were more knowledgeable regarding clinical

trials of less complex interventions, such as drugs. For

tailoring, the notion of second-order implementation

interventions may introduce train-the-trainer concepts into

the field as their recipients (implementation support

practitioners) are often responsible for tailoring first-order

interventions. Additionally, it explores a “ blind spot” in

IPC (and possibly other fields), namely regarding who is

responsible for such support systems. In addition to

hospital management, continuing education formats (such

as hospital hygiene days) may have to become more skill-

oriented, thus complementing knowledge transfer.

Moreover, IPC teams may have to become more

multidisciplinary [for instance, by adding a psychologist

position (as has been possible at Leipzig University

Hospital’s Institute of Hygiene, Hospital Epidemiology, and

Environmental Medicine)]. Whether IPC-CASCADE will

assist implementation science to better conceptualise

tailoring, as well as specify its components and effectiveness

over and beyond the applied research fields of IPC and

antibiotic stewardship, remains to be seen.
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